Application Story

ACRYLITE® Satinice
ACRYLITE® helps a frozen yogurt lounge stand out among
the competition, inside and out.

Market segment: Architectural

Description of the application: interior/exterior

Location: Winchester, VA

design

Product: ACRYLITE® Satinice/ LED

Fabricator: KUBE Architecture

Architect uses a heaping serving of ACRYLITE®

Enter KUBE Architecture and principal Richard

products with inspired thinking from Evonik Cyro

Loosle. “Frenchies is surrounded by big box retail

on top.

stores, so our challenge was to make everything
about the space grab your attention, both inside

Yogurt lovers driving through Winchester, VA

and out. ACRYLITE® was perfect for this with its

can’t miss one of the area’s coolest places to

variety of colors and because it’s highly

enjoy their favorite tasty treat. It’s Frenchies

customizable. It’s exactly what we needed to

Frozen Yogurt Lounge, showcasing the combined

bring Frenchies to life with a modern and fun

efforts of ACRYLITE® and KUBE Architecture,

atmosphere.”

Washington, D.C.
“We reconfigured the interior, completely opening
Looking at the outdated waiting area in their

up the entire space. We chose ACRYLITE® acrylic

father’s car wash gave siblings Hanna and Hong

for decorations and unique LED lighting

Kim a big idea. “It was the perfect spot for a

installations throughout. I’m particularly

yogurt bar while people waited for their cars. But

impressed with how well ACRYLITE® Satinice

we wanted something different. A place that

worked for the undulating ceiling panels inside.

would attract a lot of families with their kids, even

You can see their light show from the street.”

people going out at night.”
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Then Loosle turned his attention to the exterior.
The original concept was to transform the outside
into one large colorful sign to catch the eye. But
finding the materials to pull this off proved to be
a challenge. The Kims and KUBE wanted to make
sure the façade had a clean look with no visible
fastenings.
“Other solutions weren’t working, took too long to
produce or were too expensive. So I asked my
partners at Evonik Cyro if we could use an
ACRYLITE® product as the exterior cladding.”
“We knew ACRYLITE® LED sign grade acrylic was
more than durable enough to be used outside like
this,” says Chris Allen, Architectural Projects
Manager at Evonik Cyro. “It’s easily fabricated,
resists chipping and melting, and stands up to
weather better than other plastics like
polycarbonate and PETG. But our team wasn’t sure
how to attach our panels to the building. So we
worked with KUBE to have an attachment system
created that allows for expansion and contraction
with temperature changes, resists high winds and
preserves that clean minimalist look. And we did
it so that the project stayed on time and on
budget.”
“Customers are really drawn to how different
Frenchies looks,” Hanna adds, “and they have no
problem finding us. It’s definitely a cool place to
be in Winchester.”
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Evonik Cyro LLC
Acrylic Polymers
299 Jefferson Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054, USA;
cyroemail@evonik.com
www.acrylite.net
www.acrylite-shop.com
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